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Abstract. It is well-established that spatial attention can be allocated as a gra-
dient that diminishes from a central focus. In this paper we consider auditory
attention and we develop a model for how it is distributed in space following
basic ideas of top-down and bottom-up attentional control from verbal models
[6, 12]. There are three main components of our model: a goal map, a saliency
map, and a priority map. The goal map models the distribution of attention which
is allocated by choice (top-down component). The saliency map, as the name
suggests, models attention related to the saliency of auditory stimuli (bottom-up
component) and the priority map synthesizes the other two maps in an overall
distribution of the attentional bias. We model the three maps and their interac-
tion using the well established AI framework of constraint satisfaction problems.
We study several hypotheses on the maps and we contrast the results in terms of
data obtained running different kinds of experiments. Our computational model,
is to the best of our knowledge is the first which targets specifically the auditory
system. Our constraint-based approach is very flexible in terms of embedding
and testing different hypotheses on the components and constraint propagation
techniques allow both to focus on single components as well as to consider the
system dynamics as whole. The predictions arising from our model well fit the
experimental data, are cognitive plausible and provide new interesting insights to
the mechanism of attention control.

1 Introduction and motivation

Audition is distinguished from the other senses by the ability to panoramically monitor
the environment for things happening at a distance, behind obstructions, and out of
sight. These considerations make the auditory system particularly useful for shifting
attention to events that are important to survival and reproduction. For example, hearing
the sound of a snapped twig from a predator hiding in the brush can quickly elicit a fight
or flight response. The overall goal of this project is to better understand at the cognitive
and neural levels of analysis how auditory attention is allocated over space. The focus
is on the interplay between top-down and bottom-up spatial attention biases that govern
shifting attention to distractors during performance of a simple spatial attention task. We
take an interdisciplinary approach by using behavioral and neural stimulation methods
to test and refine a computational model of auditory spatial attention.



Previous work has established the idea of an auditory attention gradient [27, 33].
Both reports gave subjects a cue on where to attend that changed across trials, unlike
natural situations where attention is engaged for longer times. Our task mimics every-
day life and connects to the ecological significance of the auditory system in orienting
attention to occasional unexpected, but potentially important, environmental events. We
have strong preliminary data showing the novel result that when spatial attention shifts
are examined over a wide range (180◦) reaction time slows following spatial shifts but
then speeds-up at the distant location that was tested (180◦from the currently attended
location).

Our recent work has defined behavioral and neural measures of auditory attention
gradients [17]. The behavioral tasks in this proposal mirror everyday life by having sub-
jects attend to one location for at least several minutes, as when conversing or listening
to music. Auditory processing of distractors at different regions of space were probed
and attentional gradients using EEG measures were defined relative to the current fo-
cus of attention. Variables such as task demands, stimulus properties, normal aging,
and neural stimulation of important cortical nodes of the hypothesized network were
examined. We are now in a position to construct an explicit computational model of
auditory spatial attention, which will be used to test existing hypotheses and make new
predictions subject to experimental testing.

Our aim is to develop a rigorous theory of auditory spatial attention that relates to
current work on dorsal and ventral neural attention systems. We foresee that our work
will help advance the understanding of basic issues in attention regardless of modality,
such as top-down and bottom up interactions, capacity limitations, vigilance, and will
inform debate on supramodal attention processing in the brain. There are also multiple
applications, such as topics in human factors, improved audio communication systems,
and brain-computer interface control using spatial attention.

Our lab studies aspects of hearing that are particularly important to humans, such
sound location, speech, and music, and how auditory processing is affected by atten-
tion, short-term memory, and action planning and execution. The common denomina-
tor is that these studies contribute to an emerging framework termed cognitive hearing
science, which examines the role of the auditory system in higher-level cognition and
action [4]. In addition to addressing basic science issues we also use the auditory sys-
tem as a model to better understand the cognitive and neurobiological changes that
accompany normal aging, Alzheimer’s disease, and speech fluency disorders.

We combine these novel parametric behavioral measures to map-out auditory at-
tention over space with a computational model to explain how specific top-down and
bottom-up mechanisms jointly determine the shape of auditory spatial attention gradi-
ents. Recent modeling work focuses on saliency, particularly when there is more than
one sound happening at the same time [38, 13, 29]. Kayser and colleagues have a model
of acoustic saliency based on non-spatial features (e.g. intensity, envelope), but did not
examine spatial features. In contrast, we use soft constraint AI computational methods
to model auditory spatial processing and overlapping top-down and bottom-up interac-
tions.



2 Background

In this sections we provide a brief background on psychology literature related to spatial
attention and its computational models. We also give some fundamental information
concerning constraints.

2.1 Spatial Attention

Almost all attention models from the inception of Psychology as a formal science have
distinguished attention that is directed by personal choice from attention that is directed
to an event by virtue of it having a salient property, such as a loud sound [21, 30]. This
dichotomy is intuitive and has many names in the literature (e.g. top-down/bottomup,
endogenous/exogenous, controlled/automatic [11]. Here we use the terms top-down and
bottom-up. Top-down control regulates information flow based on the current situation
and goals in short-term memory by generating a task set to bias processing towards
information useful for goal attainment. Bottom-up refers to attention capture that is
not guided by the top-down task set. Although the top-down and bottom-up distinction
is meaningful, as a practical matter they are highly interactive [15]. The difficulty of
cleanly separating the two processes motivates us to use a computational model, which
can examine topdown and bottom-up functions in isolation. Next, we briefly review
work on auditory spatial attention at a cognitive level of analysis, and draw from the
visual literature when needed to present major points relevant to auditory spatial atten-
tion.

Attention can be expressed as a spatial gradient relative to an attended location
[26, 10]. Gradients are presumably a byproduct of limited perceptual input capacity,
although limitations in behavioral output may also be relevant [2]. The spatial extent of
attentional processing is variable [37], and can be modified by directly cuing different
size areas [18], or manipulations of perceptual or memory loads [22]. Splitting atten-
tion between locations and multi-object tracking are also possible [5, 9]. The ability to
deliver attentional benefits rapidly diminishes over time, a phenomenon called the vigi-
lance decrement [25]. This is important because in everyday life attention is commonly
deployed over relatively long time periods (e.g. conversation, listening to music).

Auditory spatial cuing decreases reaction times to subsequent targets at a cued lo-
cation relative to uncued locations [32, 36, 39, 33]. Both Mondor and Zatorre (1995)
and Rorden and Driver (2001) found that target reaction times increased monotonically
with greater distance between the cued and target locations. Visual studies suggest that
gradients may have a more complex shape, with reaction times increasing and then de-
creasing away from the cued location [28, 8](Mexican-hat shape). This is, as we will
see, similar to our preliminary findings in the auditory modality, but the auditory results
have a much larger spatial range.

2.2 Constraints and Computational models of auditory attention

Computational models of cognitive processes are beneficial because they require an
explicit theory, can reveal hidden assumptions or logical inconsistencies, and simula-
tions can establish proof-of-principle much faster than pilot experiments [20, 23]. Our



model uses basic ideas of top-down and bottom-up attention control from prominent
verbal models [6, 12]. The novelty of our approach is the application to auditory spatial
attention, which is not dealt with in detail in the general models. Our model is distin-
guished by focusing on auditory spatial attention and how it emerges from top-down
and bottom-up interactions, which has general importance because a balance must be
struck between top-down goal focus and bottom-up receptivity to unexpected events or
ideas (stability-flexibility dilemma, [24]). Moreover, the models of attention mentioned
above are designed as ad hoc mathematical descriptions of the considered phenomena,
while we opt to cast our model into a more general artificial intelligence setting.

Constraint programming [34] is a powerful paradigm for modeling and solving
combinatorial search problems currently applied with success to many domains, such
as scheduling, planning, vehicle routing, configuration, networks, and bioinformatics.
The basic idea in constraint programming is that the user states the constraints and a
general-purpose constraint solver is used to solve them. Constraint solvers take a real-
world problem, represented in terms of decision variables and constraints, and find an
assignment to all the variables that satisfies the constraints. Constraints concern subsets
of variables and define which simultaneous assignments to those variables are allowed.
For example, in scheduling activities in a company, the decision variables might be the
starting times and the durations of the activities and the resources needed to perform
them, and the constraints might be on the availability of the resources and on their use
by a limited number of activities at a time.

Solutions are found by searching the solution space either systematically, as with
backtracking or branch and bound algorithms, or use forms of local search which may
be incomplete, that is there is no guarantee they will return a solution. Systematic meth-
ods often interleave search and inference, where inference consists of propagating the
information contained in one constraint to other constraints via shared variables.

The rich variety of finely-tuned algorithms available for constraint problems has
made the effort of translating real world problems into this framework an efficient solv-
ing approach.

Constraints have been used before in the context of human cognition for example
to model skilled behavior [1, 7] and learning [14]. Recently an implementation of the
cognitive architecture ACT-R [3] based on constraint handling rules, which are a closely
related to constraints, has been proposed in [16]. To the best of our knowledge, it is
however the first time they are employed at this level of cognitive modeling and in the
context of attention. Casting our model into a well-established AI framework will, on
one side, facilitate future generalization to other aspects concerning attention as well as
enable an easy embedding in cognitive architectures such as ACT-R, for example.

3 The computational model

Figure 1 depicts the overall hypothesis on the interplay between top-down and bottom-
up spatial attention processing. There are three main components: goal map, saliency
map, and priority map. Each map is a 1-D vector of attentional bias in normalized units
(0-1) across the semicircular horizontal frontal plane (from -90◦on the far left to +90◦on
the far right, 2◦increments, as shown in Figure 2). The given inputs to the model are (1)



attended location, which is a goal map parameter and (2) sound location, which is input
to the saliency map. The output is a priority map representation of attentional bias across
the 180◦semi-circle (in 2◦increments). Areas of greater attentional bias are assumed
to relate to measurable data by having faster reaction times, more sensitive sensory
thresholds, and increased accuracy relative to locations with less bias. We emphasize
that this is a model of information processing at the cognitive level. It is designed to help
interpret behavioral results and inspire new experiments to test and refine the model. It
is not intended to model how neural activity relates to attention. The gray boxes show
inputs and outputs that interface with other cognitive functions.

Fig. 1. Computational Model Schematic.

Our computational model adopts a constraint-based approach to cast the interactions
among the three maps into a constraint solving problem that can be efficiently solved
with the rich algorithmic machinery which has been developed for constraints[34]. Con-
straint models have three main components: variables, a domain of possible values for
each variable, and the constraints. Constraints are defined by the relevant variables and
by specifying the simultaneous variable assignments that satisfy the constraint. In our
model, there is one input variable corresponding to attended location (A) with the do-
main being locations (2◦increments) in the semicircle {-90,-88,...,0,...,88,90}. In Figure
3 we depict (partially) the constraint graph of our model, where variables correspond to
nodes and constraints to edges.

We remark how this constraint-based representation is very flexible in terms of mod-
eling different hypothesis on the attentional bias distributions and on the interaction of
the maps. In our initial setting, for example, we don’t have any interaction between the
goal and the saliency map. However, we could model it in a straight forward way sim-
ply by defining new constraints that connect variables of the two maps. Moreover, this
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Fig. 2. Map of attentional bias.

highly decoupled model, which has one variable per location, allows for the implemen-
tation of local phenomena, as, for example, we foresee may occur in case of habituation
to stimuli coming from a fixed location. More broadly, the ability to model various types
of interactions among these subprocesses is relevant to issue of modularity in human
cognitive systems.

In what follows we denote with V i
G, V i

S and V i
P respectively, the i-th variable of the

goal, saliency and priority map. We note that i ranges in {-90,...,+90}, and the domain
to quantify attentional bias uses normalized units (0-1, in .01 increments). The goal
map indexes top-down attention bias, and is a function of the central executive in verbal
models. It models top-down, voluntary focus of attention to a location, and has a pro-
gressive, symmetrical decrease in attentional bias away from the attended location. We
currently consider three options for modeling the attentional bias in the goal map given
that location A = a is (voluntarily) attended. We express them as a sets of constraints
each of which is defined over variable A and V i

G. In what follows we indicate the tuple
of values which is allowed by the constraint.

– Standard Gaussian Distribution:

(A = a, V i
G = GGe

−|a−i|2

2∗d2
G )

where dG is the standard deviation of the goal map and G is the height of its peak.
– Modified Gaussian distribution with inhibition:

(A = a, V i
G = γ(GGe

−|a−i|2

2∗d2
G1 )) + γ(GG −GGe

−|a−i|2

2∗d2
G2 )),

notice that this obtained as the sum of a Gaussian and an inverted Gaussian. G is
the maximum of the two functions and γ is a parameter that we use to weight the
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Fig. 3. Variables and constraints representing the three maps and their interconnections. For
clarity, only the constraints relative to the variables corresponding to the [-90◦, -88◦] location

are shown.

components. We also have two standard deviations for the components which are
denoted by dG1 and dG2. In this way we obtain the desired shape, which has a peak
at the attended location, then dips down to an area of lower attentional bias and
then increases and stabilizes as we move far away from the attended location (see
Figure 4 (a)).

– Constant function:
(A = a, V i

G = k),

where k is a constant value.

The different shapes for the goal map when the attended location is 0◦are shown in
Figure 4 (a). We note that in Figure 3 the standard Gaussian distribution is shown on
top of the variables corresponding to the goal map.

Similarly we consider two options for the saliency map, which models how attention
is allocated to a stimulus given how salient its characteristics are. Again, in our model,
this amounts to defining constraints between variableA and each saliency map variable.
The two options are:

– Inverted Gaussian distribution:

(A = a, V i
S = GS −GSe

−|a−i|2

2∗d2
S )

where dS is the standard deviation for the saliency map, and G is its maximum
value.

– Constant function:
(A = a, V i

S = k),
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Fig. 4. Candidate shapes for the goal map (a) and saliency map (b) when the attended location is
A=0◦.

where k is a constant value.

The two options for the saliency map are shown in Figure 4 (b). In Figure 3, the
saliency map is shown as an inverted Gaussian distribution.

Finally the priority map is defined as a weighted sum of the contributions of the
goal and saliency map:

(V i
G = u, V i

S = v, V i
P = αu+ βv)

with α and β between 0 and 1.
We elaborate on the cognitive interpretation of these hypothesis in Section 5.

4 Behavioral experiments

We developed a behavioral task to map attentional gradients and to test the above model.
It is a hybrid of our spatial target detection task [31, 17] and work on distraction from
changing a task-irrelevant stimulus feature [35]. White noise is presented from the 5
locations in the frontal plane (−90◦,−45◦, 0◦,+45◦,+90◦), and subjects respond in
each trial by discriminating a non-spatial feature (amplitude modulation (AM) rate, 25
or 75 Hz). The slow AM rate sounds like a deck of cards being shuffled while the faster
rate is perceived as a buzz. Most stimuli come from a standard location (p = .84) but
sometimes shift to a distractor location (p = .04/location). Separate blocks have the
standard at −90◦, 0◦, or + 90◦ (counterbalanced).

Figure 5 plots reaction times x location for each standard condition in absolute space
(A), as well as the deviant location relative to the standard location (B). There were
two main results. First, all conditions had slower responses to distractors vs. standards
(p < .001), indicating attention shift costs. The reaction time x location function is more
prominent for the left vs. the right standard (p < .01), suggesting that it is faster to shift
auditory attention from right-to-left than from left-to-right. The 0◦standard has an in-
crease at near ±45◦ locations, similar to the left standard, but a decrease for the ±90◦



Fig. 5. Basic Attention Task: Reaction Time Results & Modeling

locations, similar to the right standard (p < .001). Accuracy was very high (> 95%).
The basic results were replicated in new subjects (n = 12, p < .01). (C). Second, in
each condition reaction times sped-up for the farthest distractor location (p < .001).
This was seen in each subject’s first block, so is not due to carry-over effects from pre-
vious standard locations. The faster responses at far distractors cannot be accounted for
by a graded reduction in bias from the attended location (goal map alone). Instead, the
heightened bias to far distractors is modeled by the saliency map. A control condition
in new subjects and equal probability at all locations had no differences in reaction
time (n = 20, p = .83), ruling out accounts based on perceptual differences among
locations. In D the inverse of the reaction times is given to show how attention bias is
theorized to relate to reaction time (greater bias→ faster reaction times).

5 Results

We have considered two combinations of options for the goal and saliency map and
we have compared how well the emerging priority map fits the behavioral experiments
data. The combinations that we have considered are

– Hypothesis 1: standard Gaussian centered for the goal map and inverted Gaussian
for the saliency map, both centered at the attention location;

– Hypothesis 2: modified Gaussian with inhibition for the goal map and inverted
Gaussian for the saliency map, both centered at the attention location;.

We recall that the goal map models the voluntary focus of attention. Both options
that we consider model a peak of attention around the attended location and then a sym-
metrical region of lower attentional bias away from the attended location. In addition,
the modified Gaussian assumes an area of inhibited attention around the peak. As far
as the saliency map, the inverted Gaussian shape is consistent with results which we
have observed in our experiments above. which suggest that bottom-up attentional bias
progressively increases away from the attended location.



We have, in addition, assumed the same maximum level G = GG = GS for the
goal and the saliency map. This corresponds to saying that peak attention levels gen-
erated by the top-down and bottom-up component are the same, which is reasonable,
in particular if the components are thought of as independent of each other. Another
similar constraint which we plan to consider in the future is fixing the overall amount
of attentional bias to be constant across the maps.

We also assume α = β , thus taking the view that the top-down and bottom com-
ponents equally contribute to the overall attentional bias. We call this parameter δ. We
have fitted the data by using a stochastic local search approach on the parameters of the
functions, which we recall are: G, dG, dS and δ for hypothesis 1 and G, dG1, dG2,dS ,
γ and δ for hypothesis 2.

The evaluation function we have used is the sum of squared errors:

E(p) =
∑

x∈{−90◦,−45◦,0◦,+45◦,+90◦}

(dx − p(x))2

where dx is the bias associated to location x in the experimental data and p(x) is
the value associated to x by the priority map. We performed the fit for all three attended
locations, that is, -90◦, 0◦and +90◦.

The best results for all three locations have been obtained by Hypothesis 1 with
fitting values (1 − E(p)) equal to: 0.943 for 0◦, 0.739 for +90◦and 0.904 for -90◦.
The corresponding fitting values for Hypothesis 2 are instead: 0.903 for 0◦, 0.501 for
+90◦and 0.850 for -90◦. As it can be seen Hypothesis 1 outperforms Hypothesis 2 in
particular in the +90◦case. This is in part due to the asymmetry between +90◦and -
90◦data. However, Hypothesis 1 fits better in both cases despite being symmetric. In
Figure 6 we show all the maps corresponding to the best fit superposed with the data.

6 Future directions

We have a rich agenda of future directions.

Impact on goal map of short-term memory load. We hypothesize that, relative to no
load, the addition of a short-term memory load, such as first memorizing three words
and then performing several trials of the attention task, increases reaction times to
distractors near the attended location, decreases reaction times at far locations, and
increases inter-trial variability. Future experiments will assess the role of short-term
memory loads on the goal map. We conjecture that memory load should impair top-
down control as task-specific information and load both rely on short-term memory.
The rationale is that the predicted reaction time effects would be in range of the goal
map but not at far locations (relative to the attended location) which are mediated by
the saliency map. Load effects will be modeled by introducing a probability distribution
over the goal map options and assuming that memory load results in some trials with
equal attentional biases across locations (constant function). This should also increase
reaction time variability.
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Fig. 6. Fitting results.



Loudness and attention gradient. We plan to investigate whether intensity changes de-
crease reaction times near the standard location, with progressively smaller increases
at more distant locations. Loud sounds induce automatic orienting, which our model
would represent with the saliency map attentional bias. Saliency, and attentional ori-
enting, can also follow from the absence of an expected sound, such as an engine un-
expectedly stopping (or give a better example). The study will test whether attentional
bias due to changes in stimulus intensity follows from saliency (increases or decreases
bias attention) or loudness (only increases bias attention). Behavioral experiments will
distinguish between an alternative hypothesis that intensity changes slow responding
due to shifting attention. We expect locations near the standard to receive little ben-
efit from saliency due to proximity to the goal map focus, and would be enhanced
by intensity-based saliency bias. At far locations the saliency map is already tuned to
bottom-up inputs, and has less to gain by intensity changes. Intensity effects are ex-
pected to vary by standard location (−90◦ > 0◦ > +90◦). The basic task will be used
with manipulations of stimulus intensity. Intensity effects will be modeled by the intro-
duction of new variable having as values the intensity levels of the stimulus. We will
modify the inverted Gaussian option for the saliency map with a new parameter obtain-

ing K(G−Ge
−|a−i|2

2∗d2
S ), where the new parameter is denoted by K. Moreover, we will

add new constraints connecting the location variable A, the new intensity variable and
the saliency map variables.

Location probability and attention gradients. Finally we plan to understand if, as we
conjecture, the probability of a stimulus at a given location is negatively associated
with reaction time. It has been shown that attentional bias is strongly dependent on
expectations (Itti and Baldi, 2009) and that the degree of expectation depends on base
rate, with unlikely events having large evoked potentials [19]. Our preliminary data
show that if distractors are improbable reaction times increase and then decrease across
locations, but if equiprobable they do not differ among locations. Two experiments
will test the role of stimulus probability in attention gradients. One will manipulate
distractor base rate in equal increments (p = .04, .12, .20), separate blocks. The other
experiment will maintain the usual standard probability (p = .84) and tests whether
increasing distractor probability near the standard location (nearest 45◦p = .07, other 3
distractors p = .03) will shift the reaction time curve away from the standard location
and if decreased probability near 45◦(p = .01, other 3 distractors p = .05) shifts it
toward the standard. In terms of the computational model we will have to incorporate a
way to handle sequences of stimuli. This could be done in different ways. For example
we might introduce dedicated new location and intensity variables indexed with the
position of the stimulus in the sequence. Another option would be to have a unique
“stimulus” variable with a more structured domain, for example comprising or triple
(position in stimuli sequence, location, intensity).

7 Conclusions

We have presented a constraint-based model of auditory spatial attention. Our model
is based on a well established decomposition in top-down and bottom-up components



and, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first one focusing on the auditory system.
Constraints allow for a high degree of flexibility in terms of hypotheses testing. Our ini-
tial results in terms of fitting experimental data are very promising and bring interesting
insight on the role and interplay of the two components in the distribution of auditory
attention in space. Acknowledgements. This work is supported by NIH under grant
number R01-DC015736.
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